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**TOP UPDATES**

**New Acting Director of EOIR**  
Attorney General Jeff Sessions has selected James McHenry as the acting Director of the Executive Office for Immigration Review (EOIR).

**New Acting District Director for New York**  
NYIC: John Thompson, the current District Director for Newark, will be acting District Director for New York starting next week. He will be in that position for up to 120 days, unless they hire a permanent replacement by then. We'll get to meet him at the next USCIS Liaison Meeting. As a reminder, the agenda-setting meeting for the liaison meeting will be this coming Tuesday (May 30th) at 9:30AM at the NYIC offices (131 W. 33rd Street, suite 610; New York, NY 10001). If you want to participate in the liaison meeting your organization must send a representative to the agenda-setting meeting.

**AILA: Trump Administration Budget Aims to Undermine Due Process and Implement Mass Deportation Plan**  
AILA opposes the Trump administration’s newly released FY2018 budget request, which would fund massive increases in immigration enforcement and border security and undermine due process in immigration law. AILA Doc. No. 17052361. Includes a list of some of the key budget concerns.

**Muslim Ban Struck Down Again**
The full 4th Circuit Court determined that Trump’s Muslim and refugee ban is unconstitutional. The federal appeals court opinion proclaims that the ban “drips with religious intolerance, animus, and discrimination."

**U.S. Quietly Lifts Limit on Number of Refugees Allowed In**
NYT: “Despite repeated efforts by President Trump to curtail refugee resettlements, the State Department this week quietly lifted the department’s restriction on the number of refugees allowed to enter the United States. The result could be a near doubling of refugees entering the country, from about 830 people a week in the first three weeks of this month to well over 1,500 people per week by next month, according to refugee advocates. Tens of thousands of refugees are waiting to come to the United States.”

**Haitian TPS’s six-month extension requires re-registration before 7/24/17**
Federal Register: “Provided a Haiti TPS beneficiary timely re-registers and properly files an application for an EAD during the 60-day re-registration period, his or her employment authorization will be automatically extended for an additional period not to exceed 180 days from the date the current EAD expires, i.e., January 18, 2018. See 8 CFR 274a.13(d)(1). TPS beneficiaries are reminded that, prior to January 22, 2018, the Secretary will re-evaluate the designation for Haiti and decide anew whether extension, redesignation, or termination is warranted. During this period, beneficiaries are encouraged to prepare for their return to Haiti in the event Haiti’s designation is not extended again, including requesting updated travel documents from the Government of Haiti.”

- Op-Ed: Six-month extension for Haitian TPS is not enough.
- USCIS Invitation to Teleconference on TPS Extension for Haiti

**Border Conditions**
HRF: “Wanted to share this video on Facebook, and a blog by our colleague Shaw Drake, that illustrate the challenges that refugees are facing in the U.S. asylum system under the Trump administration. Threatened Mexican journalist ‘Martin’ (full name withheld) who was initially turned away at the border, only to be allowed in when an attorney accompanied him and pushed the CBP agents to follow the law.”

**NYT Research on How Sheriffs Are Shaping Immigration Enforcement**
Since President Trump took office, an increasing number of sheriffs have applied for new 287(g) memorandums of agreement (MOAs) with Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE). And immigration arrests and deportations of nonviolent offenders have increased dramatically.

**CALLS TO ACTION**

- **Help Needed in Texas:** ADC: we are sending out an call for attorney's to help with immigration detainees at South Texas Detention Center. Even if an attorney can’t take on a case entirely but can volunteer to go to a master calendar hearing or just an individual hearing that would be helpful. We have 3 defensive asylum cases in need of an attorney in Pearsall, Texas. If you or you know anyone that can help, please email me at yrondon@adc.org or call my direct office line at 202-536-4790.
- **Duress Exemption:** “NIJC just received a USCIS decision on a TRIG exemption request based on duress; this is a request that has been pending for ages and we wondered if others have recently received decisions as well.” Contact Heidi Altman: haltman@heartlandalliance.org

**RESOURCES**

- How to Find Your Criminal Defense Attorney in NYC – English (IDP)
- How to Find Your Criminal Defense Attorney in NYC – Spanish (IDP)
- Security vetting and anti-fraud measures in the credible fear process (HRF)
- How to Request a Budget Letter Online (Part of the Solution)
- Expedited Removal and New Strategies for Reopening Expedited Removal Orders (NLG)
- ERO NY Non-Detained Case Management Chart
- New listserv for N400/N600

**GOVERNMENT**

**USCIS Erroneously Issued 3,600 DACA EADs with One Day Validity**

On May 23, 2017, USCIS learned of 3,600 employment authorization documents (Form I-765) for DACA issued in error with a validity date of one day, with many having the date of 5/12/2017. Service Center Operations is identifying these cases and affirmatively mailing new EAD cards to the
affected individuals soon. USCIS is also in the process of training Customer Service representatives to answer questions regarding this issue and reaching out to the affected individuals directly. If you don't hear from USCIS in a reasonable amount of time, the ILRC suggests reaching out to USCIS through its customer service channels as outlined in this ILRC advisory regarding elevating DACA

(1) Whether a particular social group based on family membership is cognizable depends on the nature and degree of the relationships involved and how those relationships are regarded by the society in question.
(2) To establish eligibility for asylum on the basis of membership in a particular social group composed of family members, an applicant must not only demonstrate that he or she is a member of the family but also that the family relationship is at least one central reason for the claimed harm.

**Immigrants’ Access to Counsel Topic of New Rulemaking Petition**
AILA and the American Immigration Council have petitioned DHS and DOS to issue new regulations that will ensure all immigrants have access to legal counsel in secondary and deferred inspection, as well as at overseas consular interviews.
AILA Doc. No. 17052530

**Congressional Letter to Secretary Kelly Regarding the Treatment of Asylum Seekers at the Border**
On 5/25/17, 40 members of Congress sent a letter to DHS requesting an immediate investigation into claims that individuals fleeing violence and persecution have been denied the opportunity to apply for asylum or other forms of humanitarian protection at ports of entry along the border. AILA Doc. No. 17052540

**USCIS Guidance on REAL ID Act As It Applies to Asylum Applications**
Obtained via FOIA by Catholic Charities, USCIS guidance on how the REAL ID Act applies to asylum applications filed on or after 5/11/05, stating “REAL ID did not change any of the grounds but it clarified what an applicant must demonstrate to establish a nexus.” Special thanks to David Cleveland.
AILA Doc. No. 17052435
EVENTS

- **6/1/17** In Immigration, What’s Old Is New Again: Viewing President Trump’s Immigration Executive Orders Through the Lens of the Chinese and Japanese Experiences - Thursday, June 1, 2017 | 6:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m. NYCBar
- **6/7/17** KEEP OUT: Immigration, Discrimination, and National Security Brooklyn Historical Society - As American policy takes a sharp turn right with travel bans, border walls, detentions, and arrests, immigration experts discuss our unprecedented times. Panelists include attorney Lee Gelernt of the ACLU's Immigrants' Rights Project who presented the first challenge to the first executive order on immigration; Joseph Nevins, professor of geography at Vassar College whose work focuses on boundaries, migration, and human rights; and historian Libby Garland, author of After They Closed the Gates, Jewish Illegal Immigration to the United States, 1921-1965. Moderated by Lizzy Ratner, senior editor at The Nation.
- **6/12/17** The Basics of Removal Defense – NYSBA, When: Monday, June 12, 2017, Registration: 8:30am - 9:00am, Program: 9:00am - 6:00pm (including one hour for lunch), Where: New York Law School, 185 W. Broadway, New York, NY 10013, 7 Transitional MCLE Credits (including 2.5 Skills Credits). Cost: Complimentary
- **6/15/17** Listen for a Change: Black Lives, Immigration, Trans Rights
- **6/20/17** Defending Immigration Removal Proceedings 2017 PLI webcast
- **6/22/17** Human Trafficking and Forced Labor: Litigation Trends and the Power of Pro Bono PLI webcast
- **6/25/17** March with Immigration Equality at NYC Pride June 25!
- **6/30/17** Immigrant Heritage Month Hackathon Immigration Advocates Network

ImmProf

Tuesday, May 30, 2017
- The Guru for Immigrant Activists
- New Neighbours: Young Refugees from Across Europe Guest Edit VICE.com

Monday, May 29, 2017
• An Afternoon with San Diego Superior Court Judge Harry Elias
• US Citizen Detained by ICE: Guess her Ancestry?
• A Sign of the Times: Kids Craft Comics To Explore Immigration Fears
• Happy Memorial Day!
Sunday, May 28, 2017
• A Morning At Federal Court
• Oklahoma City Thunder Basketball Star in International Incident
• Law and Order Season Finale on the "American Dream/Sanctuary"
• Immigration Article of the Day: Naturalization by Liav Orgad
Saturday, May 27, 2017
• History Channel's "America: Promised Land" to Premier this Memorial Day
• Korean-American Adoptee Reported to Have Committed Suicide 5 Years After Deportation
•ICYMI: NYT Magazine on Resisting Deportation in Trump's America
• Shoba Sivaprasad Wadhia on Prosecutorial Discretion, FOIA
• Most Asian Americans Support Undocumented Immigrants
• AAJC Condemns Anti-Muslim Hate Attack in Portland
• Fly the Friendly Skies? ICE Air Operations
• Fourth Circuit Upholds Injunction on Trump’s Travel Ban in IRAP v. Trump: A Summary
• ICE Operation Results in 200 Arrests in L.A.-area immigration raids: Watch out if you are an immigrant from Mexico, El Salvador, Guatemala, . . . .
• Zbigniew Brzezinski Dies at 89
• Immigration Article of the Day: Immigration, Freedom, and the Constitution by Ilya Somin
Friday, May 26, 2017
• Peter Margulies: The Fourth Circuit and the Travel Ban Redo
• Dorothea Lange’s Iconic ‘Migrant Mother’ Resonates in Today’s Social Turmoil
• Extension of Haiti's TPS Status
• Stanford Immigrants’ Rights Clinic Students Create Unique Guide for Pro Se Asylum Seekers
• First Responders -- Lawyers Under Trump: Front and Center
• Port of Challenges
• Cambodian Refugees and the Resurgence of the Donut Business in Southern California
36,000 DACA Employment Authorizations Erroneously Issued for a Single Day
E4FC's Invest in the Dream Initiative: Scholarships and Support for Undocumented Students
Save the Date: 2008 Biennial Immigration Law Scholars and Teachers Workshop
Immigration Article of the Day: Segmentation and the Role of Labor Standards Enforcement in Immigration Reform by Janice Fine and Gregory Lyon

Thursday, May 25, 2017
4th Circuit Upholds Injunction Against EO Travel Ban
Big Business: Humans in a Box
An Indefinite Sentence
Immigration Article of the Day: Overturning the Missed Opportunity of Title VII Under Espinoza v. Farah by Maria Linda Ontiveros

Wednesday, May 24, 2017
Mi Casa Es Su Casa
At the Movies -- Cannes 2017: Virtual Reality Film Carne y Arena Tells of Border Crossing Experience
Consular Efficiency
Cole Porter's Pro-Immigration Ballet Gets A Trump-Era Revival
Trump Justice budget targets immigration
Immigration Article of the Day: Anti-Chinese Racism at Berkeley: The Case for Renaming Boalt Hall by Charles Reichmann

Tuesday, May 23, 2017
Border Patrol Challenges
Reporting From The Border
Denver approves local sentencing changes aimed at helping immigrants avoid deportation
DOJ Defends Sanctuary Cities Order With New Interpretation
Immigration Article of the Day: The Chronicles of Immigration Law by Steven W. Bender

Monday, May 22, 2017
EO First Responders, Airport Lawyers, Under Attack
Immigration at the U2 Joshua Tree Tour Concert
Student Walk Out of Vice President Mike Pence Notre Dame Graduation Speech, Immigration Positions One Set of Issues of Concern
· Watch Out Temporary Visitors to the United States: The Trump administration and entry into the United States -- The case of Molly Hill
· Professional Boxer Fights for Green Card

AILA NEWS UPDATE

Daily Immigration News Clips – May 26, 2017
Aggregated local and national media coverage of major immigration law news stories being discussed throughout the U.S. on May 26, 2017

National
Politico Visas to Muslim-majority countries down 20 percent
By Ted Hesson and Nahal Toosi

Reuters Up to 600,000 Immigrants in U.S. South May Have Path to Legal Status: Analysis
By Alex Dubuzinksksis

Associated Press Trump travel ban showdown headed for Supreme Court
By Jessica Gresko and Mark Sherman

Associated Press Q&A: A look at latest legal loss for Trump travel ban
By Gene Johnson

New York Times Appeals Court Will Not Reinstatet Trump's Revised Travel Ban
By Adam Liptak

Washington Post Federal appeals court largely maintains freeze of Trump's travel ban
By Ann E. Marimow

Wall Street Journal Appeals Court Declines to Reinstatet Trump's Travel Ban
By Josh Gerstein

CNBC Federal appeals court upholds block on Trump's travel ban

The Hill Justice Dept. to seek Supreme Court review in Trump travel ban case
By Jordan Fabian

Fusion New Data Shows Trump's Immigration Crackdown Is Happening In Your Neighborhood and Not the Border
By Jorge Rivas Associated Press US immigration agents eat, arrest 3 at Michigan restaurant

Associated Press Cyclist faces deportation after truck hits him in Florida
By Adriana Gomez Licon
Los Angeles Times  Federal agents nab nearly 200 people in L.A.-area immigration raids targeting criminals
By Sarah Parvini and Joel Rubin

The Hill  ICE arrests nearly 200 aliens in California
By Rafael Bernal

AZ Central  Immigration arrests in Arizona soar under President Donald Trump
By Daniel Gonzalez

AL.com  'ICE Watch' event teaches what to do if immigration officers raid your neighbors
By Connor Sheets

KTAR  Arizonans heading to Texas to protest new immigration law
By Griselda Zetino

KENS5  San Antonio may sue Texas over new immigration law
By Sharon Ko

Associated Press  1 of 11 suspected border crossers found in Arizona dies
Associated Press  Quiet college dropout turned bomber: Who was Salman Abedi?
By Sylvia Hui

Reuters  Mexico arrests three Yemeni men sought by the United States
By Ana Isabel

Reuters  Civil Rights Group Sues in U.S. Court Over Immigration Detention

Reuters  Asylum seekers at Australian-run detention center told to leave or miss U.S. resettlement
By Colin Packham

New York Times  Building Community Through Shared Immigration Stories

New York Times  3 Federal prison guards charged with sex abuse of inmates

New York Times  Brooklyn prison supervisors charged with sexually assaulting inmates
By Joseph Goldstein

New York Times  21 across U.S. are indicted in 'modern-day sex slave' ring
By Monica Davey

Washington Post  Mark Zuckerberg shares the prayer he says to his daughter every night
By Sarah Pulliam Bailey

Wall Street Journal  Refugee's search for fulfillment leads to Texas
By Kate King

CNN  How America's immigrant workforce is changing
By Octavio Blanco
Trump berates NATO allies for not doing enough on terror, immigration and Russia
The Hill
Preet Bharara on Gianforte: 'If he were an immigrant, he'd face deportation'
By Brandon Carter
Dallas Morning News
Pew: Refugee arrivals in U.S. decline sharply as world crisis grows
By Dianne Solis
News-Herald
Ohio ACLU sends letter to Painesville Police Department over immigration policy
By Andrew Cass
New York Times (Opinion)
The Four American Narratives
By David Brooks
Washington Post (Opinion)
Thoughts on the appellate court decision against Trump's revised travel ban
By Ilya Somin
Washington Post (Opinion)
Budget debate: Bring it on
By Steven Pearlman
Bloomberg (Opinion)
Court Essentially Says Trump Lied About Travel Ban
By Noah Feldman
Local
Associated Press (Arizona)
'Racially motivated' fight leaves Arizona prison on lockdown
By Clarice Silber
Associated Press (North Carolina)
Attorneys: Salvadoran Colonel's health declining in new jail
By Jonathan Drew
Associated Press (Delaware)
County bars workers from asking about immigration status
Denver Post (Colorado)
Indonesian man living in Aurora, facing persecution in his homeland for being Christian, is deported
By Jesse Paul
CBS4 (Colorado)
New Ordinance Aims To Prevent Deportation
By Melissa Garcia

Daily Immigration News Clips – May 25, 2017
Aggregated local and national media coverage of major immigration law news stories being discussed throughout the U.S. on May 25, 2017
National
The Atlantic  The Supreme Court's Immigration Law Showdown
By Garrett Epps

Reuters  India's Infosys Touts Plan to Hire Americans in Face of Visa Pressures
By Salvador Rodriguez

Huffington Post  Trump Launches Another Assault On 'Sanctuary Cities' In Budget
By Elise Foley, Cristian Farias and Ryan J. Reilly

New York Times  Trump Budget Takes Broad Aim at Undocumented Immigrants
By Julie Hirshfeld Davis and Ron Nixon

Vox  Trump's budget sneakily asks for new weapon against sanctuary cities
By Dara Lind

Business Insider  Trump's budget is hiding a 'radical' change in immigration law - and it could mean war for sanctuary cities
By Michelle Mark

Washington Times  Trump budget would force sanctuary cities to comply with immigration laws
By Andrea Noble

Politico  Everything you need to know about Trump's budget
By Ian Kullgren

Mother Jones  Trump Is Asking for $4.6 Billion for His Immigration Crackdown
By Bryan Schatz

The Hill  Sanctuary cities targeted in budget
By Rafael Bernal

UPI  Trump's full $4.1T budget seeks more border, immigration money
By Andrew P. Pestano

Vox:  Immigration anxiety got Trump elected. Congress isn't touching it.
By Tara Golshan

NPR  New Immigration Crackdowns Creating 'Chilling Effect' On Crime Reporting
By John Burnett

Univision  "Are you illegal?" A policeman's question to a Honduran who had just been run over by a car
By Lorena Arroyo

WCCO  An Undocumented Future: A New Age Of Immigration?
By Susie Jones
**Associated Press** A third of older Latinos have tapped into retirement savings
By Maria Ines Zamudio

**Associated Press** 'We can use peace': Trump and Pope Francis meet
By Jonathan Lemire, Nicole Winfield and Julie Pace?

**Washington Post** Kelly: Border enforcement measures are cutting down on illegal entries
Associated Press Lawyer accused of deportation threat to silence rape victim
By Brian Witte

**Reuters** Baltimore Lawyer Told Rape Victim Trump Would Deport Her: Prosecutors
By Ian Simpson

**Fusion** Baltimore Attorney Arrested for Allegedly Telling a Rape Victim That Trump Would Deport Her For Testifying
By Rafi Schwartz

**Washington Post** Lawyer for accused rapist threatened victim with deportation if she testified, police say
By Katie Mettler

**New York Times** Sally Yates Tells Harvard Students Why She Defied Trump
**Washington Post** Sessions didn't disclose meetings with Russian officials on security clearance form
By Sari Horwitz

**USA Today** Catholic College Presidents Pressure Trump Administration to Protect DACA Students
By Lauren Camera

**NPR** Cole Porter's Pro-Immigration Ballet Gets A Trump-Era Revival
By Deb Amos

**People** John Legend's New Music Video Shines Light on Immigration and Deportation
By Thatiana Diaz

**VICE** Jeff Sessions finally defined what "sanctuary cities" are
By Tess Owen

**Rewire** Planned Parenthood Opens New Memphis Clinic to Better Serve Latino Residents-Next to an ICE Office
By Tina Vasquez

**ABC7** Underage sex for sale
By Lisa Fletcher

**New York Times (LTE)** Immigrant Detentions
By Mary Meg McCarthy
Washington Post (Op-Ed) I'm a reporter in Mexico. My life is in danger. The United States wouldn't give me asylum.
By Martin Mendez Pineda

Wall Street Journal (Op-Ed) How the West Can Save Itself
By Brendan Simms

Huffington Post (Op-Ed) Trump's Budget: A Blow to Our Communities, and to Our Latin American Neighbors
By Lisa Haugaard

Forbes (Op-Ed) Immigration And Isolationism - We've Been Here Before
By Andrew Tisch and Mary Skafidas

The Hill (Op-Ed) Trump's budget: The good, the bad and the highly unlikely
By Jack Salmon

Austin American Statesman (Op-Ed) Commentary: Why we sued to stop SB4
By Efren Olives

Associated Press McAuliffe pardons mother detained by immigration officials
Washington Post McAuliffe pardons old driving infraction of Salvadoran woman facing deportation
By Maria Sacchetti and Antonio Olivo

Slate Virginia Governor Pardons Undocumented Immigrant's Traffic Offense to Stop Deportation
By Mark Joseph Stern

Washington Times Virginia governor pardons illegal immigrant Liliana Mendez in hopes of thwarting deportation
By Stephen Dinan

Associated Press (Colorado) Indonesian Immigrant Deported Despite Persecution Claims

By Joseph de Avila

Aspen Times (Colorado) Feds "bullying" Pitkin County over immigration stance, sheriff says

MLive (Michigan) Ann Arbor restaurant says ICE agents ate breakfast then detained 3 workers
By Jessica Haynes

Daily Immigration News Clips – May 24, 2017
Aggregated local and national media coverage of major immigration law news stories being discussed throughout the U.S. on May 24, 2017

National

*The Atlantic* What the Spike in Immigration Arrests Might Mean for Detention Centers
By Priscilla Alvarez

Associated Press Agency-by-agency look at Trump's budget
By Josh Boak

Associated Press Why Trump's budget plan wouldn't likely accelerate growth
By Erica Werner

*Washington Post* Even some Republicans balk at Trump's plan for steep budget cuts
By Kelsey Snell, Damian Paletta and Mike DeBonis

*Washington Post* Justice Department asks in budget proposal that cities be forced to detain illegal immigrants
By Matt Zapotosky

*Washington Post* Trump proposes dramatic changes to federal government, slashing safety net programs that affect up to a fifth of Americans
By Damian Paletta

*Washington Post* Trump's budget proposal slashes spending by $3.6 trillion over 10 years
By Damian Paletta and Robert Costa

*Wall Street Journal* Overview of Trump's Budget Plan And Its Impact on Key Departments

*Politico* Trump Justice budget targets illegal immigration
By Josh Gerstein

*The Hill* Trump budget seeks $1.6B for 'bricks and mortar' for border wall
By Max Greenwood

*Huffington Post* Trump's Budget Takes From The Safety Net, Gives To The Military
By Arthur Delaney

*Wall Street Journal* Trump Administration Proposes Tougher Line on 'Sanctuary Cities' Over Detainer Requests
By Laura Meckler
Houston Chronicle Border chief says 'the message is out' and crossers are being scared away
By Kevin Diaz

Houston Press Civil Rights Groups, Fearing Racial Profiling, Sue Texas Over SB 4
By Meagan Flynn

Patch.com Texas Civil Rights Project Sues To Prevent Anti-Immigrant SB4 From Taking Effect
By Tony Cantu

Associated Press Judge Will Reconsider Ruling Blocking Sanctuary Cities Order

The Atlantic Sessions's Climbdown on Sanctuary Cities
By Priscilla Alvarez

The Hill Trump admin pitches stricter rules on 'sanctuary cities': report
By Mark Hensch

FOX Sessions says sanctuary cities risk losing DOJ, DHS grants
By Bill Mears

NPR Homeland Security Extends Protections For Thousands Of Haitians In U.S.
By Greg Allen

Rewire Trump Administration: 'Protected' Haitian Immigrants Have to Leave in January
By Tina Vasquez

Palm Beach Post Is this the last extension of temporary protected status for Haitians?
By Lloyd Dunkelberger

PRI As immigration detention soars, 2.3 million people are also regularly checking in with immigration agents
By Tiziana Rinaldi

Associated Press Trump, Francis: After clashing, a search for common ground
By Jonathan Lemire and Nicole Winfield

Reuters Exclusive-U.S. Starts 'Extreme Vetting' at Australia's Offshore Detention Centres
By Colin Packham

The Hill Report: US begins 'extreme vetting' in Australia refugee camps
By Mallory Shelbourne
Trump wants to deport MS-13 gang members. El Salvador is dreading their return.
By Joshua Partlow

In letter to Trump, Democrats accuse White House of intentionally withholding information
By Ed O'Keefe

Trump's Immigration Pick Attacked Obama Programs in Ghost-Written Senate Letters
By Marcelo Rochabrun

Giuliani walks back claims of involvement in Trump's travel ban
By Olivia Beavers

High School Sweethearts Rush To Marry Under Threat Of Deportation
By Shane Dixon Kavanaugh

Applying For DACA? An App May Soon Be Able To Help
By Esther Honig

A Florida Family Might Lose The Father To Deportation And They Blame Obama For Ending 'Wet Foot, Dry Foot'
By Jorge Rodriguez-Jiminez

They came to America for a second chance. Now their 7 daughters have college degrees.
By Bruce Henderson

ICE has granted Wendy Fernandez permission to marry her U.S. citizen fiancé
By Collin Warren-Hicks

Nikki Haley shows moxie - but will she keep her job?
By Jennifer Rubin

Economics Alone Won't Save Democrats
By William A. Galston

The Contradictions of Trumponomics
By James Freeman

To fight Trump's orders, N.J. immigrants lack adequate legal services
By Alexandra M. Goncalves-Pena

Homeland Security Wants to Deport Him, But One US Navy Vet is Beating the Odds -- So Far
By Stephen Stock and Robert Campos
NBC (California) SF Public Defender Launches New Immigration Court Unit
ABC7 (D.C.) 'Free Liliana:' Advocates protest immigration arrest of local mother
Washington Post (Colorado) Denver fights back against Trump's deportation crackdown with surprisingly simple change in law
By Samantha Schmidt
Denver Post (Colorado) Denver approves local sentencing changes aimed at helping immigrants avoid deportation
By John Murray
Wall Street Journal (Illinois) Chicago Launches Campaign to Welcome Immigrants
By Shibani Mahtani
NBC (Connecticut) Connecticut Mosque Leader Detained by ICE on Deportation Order
By Chris Fuchs
Hartford Courant (Connecticut) New Haven Mosque Leader Detained By Immigration Agents For Deportation
By Russell Blair
Politico (Massachusetts) SANCTUARY CITY wrangling
By Lauren Dezenski

Daily Immigration News Clips – May 23, 2017
Aggregated local and national media coverage of major immigration law news stories being discussed throughout the U.S. on May 23, 2017
National
By Megan Janetsky
Associated Press Nearly 740,000 foreigners overstay US visas last year
By Elliot Spagat
New York Times 629,000 Overstayed U.S. Visas Last Year, Homeland Security Says
By Ron Nixon
The Hill DHS: More than 600K visitors overstay visas in 2016
By Mark Hensch
Associated Press US to extend protections for Haitians 6 months
By Alicia A. Caldwell
The Deportation Fears of Immigrants With Disabled Children
By Jocelyn Wiener

New York Times 59,000 Haitians Displaced by Earthquake Get Extra 6 Months in U.S.
By Lizette Alvarez

Washington Post Federal officials: DHS to extend temporary protected status to Haitians
By Maria Sacchetti

Wall Street Journal Trump Administration Signals It Will Soon End Temporary Protections for Haitians
By Laura Meckler and Alejandro Lazo

Politico South Florida lawmakers say 6-month TPS extension for Haitians not enough time for Haiti's recovery
By Sergio Bustos

Politico Trump extends legal protection for Haitians in U.S.
By Josh Gerstein and Ted Hesson

Newsweek Haitian TPS Extended for Six Months By Trump Administration, Leaving Immigrant Community Uncertain About Future
By Lucy Westcott

Miami Herald Temporary Protected Status for Haitians to be extended for six months
By Jacqueline Charles

Mother Jones Trump Administration Could Send Thousands to Crisis-Plagued Haiti-or Underground
By Nathalie Baptiste and P.R. Lockhart

The Hill DHS extends protected status for Haitians for six months
By Rafael Bernal

Reuters Justice Department Asks U.S. Judge to Reconsider Ruling Against Trump Sanctuary Order
By Dan Levine

New York Times Sessions Narrows Trump's Order Against Sanctuary Cities
By Vivian Yee and Rebecca R. Ruiz

Washington Post Sessions memo defines sanctuary cities - and hints that the definition may widen
By Maria Sacchetti and Sari Horwitz

Wall Street Journal Jeff Sessions Defines 'Sanctuary Cities' Narrowly, Sidestepping Fight
By Laura Meckler
Reuters Selling Investor Visa Scheme in China a Hard Grind for U.S. Mill
By Elias Glenn

*Boston Globe* Threads of new life
By Jenna Russell

*Politico* White House pitches budget as welfare reform
By Sarah Ferris

*CNN* Immigrants eye Canada as US deportation fears grow
By Gustavo Valdes and Catherine E. Shoichet

*New York Times (Editorial)* Lurching Backward on Justice Reform

*New York Times (Opinion)* Is it Possible to Resist Deportation in Trump's America?
By Marcela Valdes

*Washington Post (Opinion)* Did Trump obstruct justice? Rod Rosenstein may have just provided another clue.
By Greg Sargent

*Washington Post (Op-Ed)* This is what Asian Americans really think about undocumented immigration
By Janelle Wong

*Washington Post (Opinion)* Trump's budget is so cruel a Russian propaganda outfit set the White House straight
By Dana Milbank

*Washington Post (Opinion)* Why the budget doesn't balance
By Robert J. Samuelson

*Washington Post (Op-Ed)* What was Trump's speech on Islam missing? American Muslims.
By David Mislin

*The Hill (Op-Ed)* Republicans are preparing extreme immigration measures
By Nolan Rappaport

*The Hill (Op-Ed)* Congress should pass the RAC Act to protect Dreamers
By Jeremy Neufeld

*My San Antonio (Op-Ed)* SB 4 will make Texas communities safer
By Greg Abbott, J.E. "Eddie" Guerra and Victor Rodriguez

*Local*

*WBUR: Thousands Face Possible Deportation To Haiti*

*Reuters (Illinois)* Chicago Launches Ad Campaign to Counter Trump's Immigration Efforts
By Frank McGurty and Bill Trott
CNN (Illinois) Chicago launches campaign in response to Trump's immigration policies
By Jasmine Lee

NorthJersey.com (New Jersey) Undocumented immigrant arrests up 20 percent in NJ; deportations up 30 percent
By Monsy Alvarado

Daily Immigration News Clips – May 22, 2017
Aggregated local and national media coverage of major immigration law news stories being discussed throughout the U.S. on May 22, 2017

National

Miami Herald: Border guards accused of illegally turning away foreigners seeking asylum
By Alfonso Chardy

New York Times: Pain of Deportation Swells When Children Are Left Behind
By Elisabeth Malkin

Associated Press: Video shows transit officer asking about immigration status

By Amber Ferguson

Politico: Activists denounce deportations of immigrants following routine visits to ICE offices
By Sergio Bustos

CBS: Seeking sanctuary in the face of deportation
By Britt McCandless

New York Post Immigration officials read my diary, detained me on vacation
By Mark Moore

Sun Sentinel: Undocumented immigrants now being arrested during scheduled check-ins
By Dan Sweeney

The Hill: Feds using anti-terror tool to find undocumented immigrants: report
By Mark Hensch

CBS: Churches, synagogues openly defy Trump's immigration crackdown
By Scott Pelley

The Hill: Churches circumvent immigration enforcement: '60 Minutes' report
By Cyra Master
Houston Chronicle: Mayor, police chief face tough questions about immigration issues
By Brooke A. Lewis

Houston Chronicle: Protesters brace for more police profiling
By Ileana Najarro

Fox 7: City of Austin sues the state of Texas over SB4
By Bridget Spencer

Associated Press: Wyclef Jean urges fans to support Haitian immigrants
By Jennifer Kay

New York Times: 58,000 Haitians in U.S. May Lose Post-Earthquake Protections
By Lizette Alvarez

Associated Press: Complex world of border trade: Cattle go north, meat south
By Christopher Sherman

Reuters: Notre Dame Graduates Walk Out on Pence as He Touts Free Speech
By Frank McGurty

New York Times: Trump Softens Tone on Islam but Calls for Purge of 'Foot Soldiers of Evil'
By Peter Baker and Michael D. Shear

Washington Post: Trump campaigned against Muslims, but will preach tolerance in Saudi speech
By Philip Rucker and Abby Phillip
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